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The Statistician in a DMC

DMC is one of the safety activities in a clinical trial related to an investi-

gational drug.

A statistician participating to a DMC is mostly responsible for monitoring

the statistical analysis of safety data.

The approach is a supervising one, more qualitative than technical, since

many analysis activities (such as interim analysis) will be performed by the

sponsor according to the protocol.

Some Bayesian ideas, rather than formal methods, will be reviewed in this

talk.



Stopping for efficacy at Interim Analysis

We start with efficacy monitoring, since most of methodology is about

that.

Frequentist (non-Bayesian) methods for interim analysis are based on

Group Sequential Methods (GSM, e.g. Pocock, O’Brien and Fleming,

alpha-spending) and stochastic curtailment (conditional power): mostly

geared at efficacy. See the classic Jennison and Turnbull (2000).

Early stop can be justified:

• for futility, when there is little hope to demonstrate efficacy (differential

effect of treatment)

• for utility (success), when there is overwhelming evidence in favor of

differential effect of treatment

In GSM, the main concerns is multiplicity, since type I error is the main

concern of authorities.
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Bayesian Idea # 1: use a community of priors

Monitoring for efficacy can also be done in Bayesian terms.

A popular idea from Bayesian Robustness is to use a community of priors.

In clinical trials, the idea takes a very practical form of (at least) three

priors to deal with (Spiegelhalter, Abrams and Myles, 2004, SAM 2004

from now on):

• a sceptical prior

• a moderate prior (sometimes omitted)

• an optimistic prior

A DMC statistician may focus on one of them, depending on the issue at

stake. For example:

• to stop for futility, temper an enthusiastic prior

• to stop for efficacy, convince a sceptical prior



Bayesian Idea # 2: separate demands and beliefs

The Bayesian approach allows for “...distinction between demands, as

expressed in their range of equivalence, and their expectations or beliefs,

as represented by the prior distribution.” (SAM 2004)



Example # 1: Bayesian Monitoring in the CHART trial

From SAM 2004, building on previous work.



Example # 2: double criteria designs

Two simultaneous requirements in terms of posterior probabilities espe-

cially developed at Novartis.

In a noninferiority trial, for example, where PFS is the endpoint, require:

• P(HR ≤ 1.1|data) ≥ 0.5

• P(HR ≤ 1.27|data) ≥ 0.9

Neuenschwander et al. (2011) to accompany Motzer et al. (2014), JCO

32, 2765–2772.



Stopping for safety at Interim Analysis

Sometimes a trial may be stopped for safety concern, when the treatment

may cause too many adverse events (AE, as coded in MedRA).

Type-II error here (non seeing important safety problems) is more impor-

tant than type-I (false positive safety problems). But a similar multiplicity

problem arises, which we now see how to control in Bayesian terms.

Here the DMC may have a role in recommending stopping for safety.

Monitoring often happens with blinded data, since often if there are safety

problems they are due to treatment.



Bayesian flexibility for the DMC

According to Bayesian ideas, a DMC is flexible on at least two grounds

(SAM 2004, explicit sec. 6.6.6 on Bayes and DMC):

• incorporating external information to make decisions and update priors

• make recommendations on subgroups (or arms) of patients



Example # 3: subpopulation trials in the BELLE-4 trial

Is the therapy working in the full population or only in a subpopulation?

(This example is efficacy, but similar ideas work for safety).

Bayesian criterion to select populations in which the therapy is more effec-

tive (targeted therapies): “Decision rules based on predefined thresholds

of PFS predictive probabilities of success in the full and PI3K pathway-

activated populations were used to decide whether the study would enter

Phase III (in the full population or restricted to the PI3K pathway-activated

population), or be stopped for futility.” Martin et al. (2015):
http://mct.aacrjournals.org/content/14/12_Supplement_2/A166

Based on methodology work by Brannath et al (2009).



Safety Data Analysis

The statistical analysis of safety data concerns:

• adverse events (in terms of reported symptoms)

• laboratory data

The data come into the form of:

• individual listings

• summary tables

“There is an urgent need to develop new methods that can summarize

and deliver safety information in a format for more efficient and effective

review and actions.” (Chuang-Stein and Xia 2013) One proposal at Pfizer

is based on the Spotfire software.



Example # 4: Spotfire software

From Chuang-Stein and Xia (2013):



The SPERT three-tier approach

Used at Pfizer, Amgen, and other companies. See Chuang-Stein and Xia

2013. AEs (Adverse Events) are classified into three tiers.

Tier-1 are those for which a pre-specified hypothesis has been specified.

Formal statistical analysis specified in the protocol.

Tier-2 events are “common” but not pre-specified. Multiplicity adjust-

ments often needed.

Tier-3 events are rare and are discussed case by case.



AEs are Binary endpoints

If p if the probability of the AE, the

odds is the transformation

odds(p) =
p

1− p
,

another way to express the probabili-

ty of AE (used e.g. in betting). Its

inverse is

p =
odds(p)

1 + odds(p)
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Probability and logit

Equivalently, the logit,

or logodds, transformation:

logit(p) = log

(

p

1− p

)

is well defined for 0 < p < 1.
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Bayesian Idea #3: hierarchical priors to model multiplicity

In the MedDRA classification AEs are organized as preferred term (PT) ac-

cording to System Organ Class (SOC). This provides a natural hierarchical

structure that could be exploited in Bayesian Hierarchical Modelling.

AE rate estimates are pulled by shrinkage towards average values and at

the same time they borrow strength from each other if they belogn to the

same SOC.

The first to apply these Bayesian ideas to the analysis of binomial counts

of AEs were Berry and Berry (2004): see next slide (but the corresponding

DAG would have been better).

Extended by Xia at al. (2011) to Poisson likelihoods with varying times

and exposures (and BUGS programs).



Example # 5: Berry and Berry model for binary safety data

A three-stage model for AE (expressed as PT).

The Likelihood

Count of PT j in SOC b under control: Xbj ∼ Binomial(Nc, cbj)

Count of PT j in SOC b under treatment: Ybj ∼ Binomial(Nt, tbj)

The Hierarchical Prior

Stage 1 prior: logits of control rates (conditionally i.i.d. over j)

logit(cbj) ∼ Normal(µλb, σ
2
λb)

Stage 1 prior: logit differences of treatment rates (condit. i.i.d. over j):

logit(cbj)− logit(tbj) ∼ pb δ(0) + Normal(µθb, σ
2
θb)

Stage 2 prior: independent normal-inverse gammas on µλb, σ
2
λb (conditio-

nally i.i.d. over b):

Stage 2 prior: independent betas on pb and independent normal-inverse

gammas on µθb, σ
2
θb (conditionally i.i.d. over b):

Stage 3 priors: standard flat priors on the parameters of Stage 2



Bayesian Idea # 4: utility functions for Decision Making

The DMC activities and recommendations are only an ingredient in a series

of Decisions in drug development, some of which can be taken based on

quantitative arguments.

In Benefit-Risk (Efficacy/Safety) multicriteria decision analysis, for exam-

ple, either deterministic or stochastic, several efficacy and safety measures

are weighted to obtain a single evalutation. Classical decision-oriented

utility functions may be useful.



Example # 6: stochastic multi-criteria decision analysis

Work in progress by Gaëlle Saint-Hilary



Summary

Bayesian Idea # 1: use a community of priors

Bayesian Idea # 2: separate demands and beliefs

Bayesian Idea # 3: hierarchical priors to model multiplicity

Bayesian Idea # 4: utility functions for Decision Making

... plus six Examples given.



Courtesy of D.M. Titterington (1982)



Uniform Prior



Vague Prior



Informative Prior



Student Prior



Exchangeable Prior



Truncated Prior



Proper Prior



Improper Prior



Subjective Prior



Hierarchical Prior



Conjugate Prior



... Posterior!!!
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